ABSTRACT Image inpainting is an essential process of semantically filling the missing holes in a corrupt image. However, concurrent methods cannot semantically recover some self-described objects, such as a text instance. In this paper, we focus on the recovery of a missing character in a detected corrupt text instance on an image and propose a procedure to semantically recover the text. Specifically, the corrupt text instance is first recognized with a pre-trained CNN-BiLSTM architecture and the missing character is inferred by the statistical Bayesian posterior probability. The horizontal coordinate of the missing character is estimated by the image histogram. The obtained candidate character and possible position enable the synthesis of the corrupt image and the latent character, and the text information, meanwhile, is semantically recovered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image inpainting [1] - [5] aims to restore semantic objects or textual backgrounds by filling the regular or arbitrary holes with the plausible hypothesis, and it can finally restore the inherent nature of images. With the artificial or natural damage or intent object removal, the missing hole in corrupt images, or context defined by Pathak et al. [1] , needs to be filled with plausible objects or textures; thereby, the nature and reality of images can be completely restored. In concurrent studies, image inpainting, especially automatic image inpainting, has drawn much more attention.
However, image inpainting still remains some challenging issues, one of which is to repair specific self-described objects, for example, an existing text instance. Concurrent methods, including classical exemplar-based inpainting methods [6] - [9] or novel neural inpainting methods [1] - [5] , take into consideration more local or global semantic objects and fine textures on the objects or backgrounds and are able to recover them better, but they care less about the instances with abstract meaning. For instance, Context Encoder [1] can restore the structure of an English character in an image when it is fine-tuned with the corresponding dataset; however, recovering a dependent character is exceedingly difficult according to the text context since CNN-based models can hardly tackle sequence issues. Consequently, a mechanism tackling sequences can be dependently customized to restore the text instances appearing on images.
In this paper, we focus on the recovery of a missing character in a detected corrupt text instance on an image and propose a pipeline to semantically recover the text. Specifically, we first recognize the corrupt text instance with a pretrained CNN-BiLSTM architecture and restore the correct text instance with a statistical Bayesian posterior probability. We further estimate the horizontal coordinate of the missing character with the image histogram. The obtained candidate character and possible position enable the synthesis of the corrupt image and the latent character. Finally, the readable text instance is semantically recovered. Experiments and corresponding results demonstrate that our procedure is able to predict the missing character and synthesize the images of the corrupt context and the candidate character; besides, it can be employed in the recovery of natural text images. Figure 1 shows the entire procedure of our framework. The contributions of our paper are:
• We propose a text recovery framework based on the CNN-BiLSTM text recognition and Bayesian posterior probability estimation in which the missing character can be inferred according to the corrupt image context. By estimating the missing character and the location, the entire text instance may be semantically restored.
• Our framework is robust in text recovery of the natural image. After simply preprocessing the corrupt images, our framework can be adopted in the text restoration of a natural image despite incapable of estimating the text style precisely. Also, the framework may be further extended to text recognition and benefit correcting the misunderstanding of the recognition. By the posterior probability estimation, the incorrect text can be effectively calibrated. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes some representative related work. Section III presents our proposed method based on CNN-BiLSTM recognition and posterior estimation of the missing character. Section IV introduces experiments and results we conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our method. Section V concludes the paper and conceives some future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The literature related to image inpainting and generation is summarized here. Exemplar-based methods primarily dominated image inpainting before neural image inpainting emerged, which is introduced in section II-A. For the recovery of image texture, neural style transferring formulated the texture and transferred it to other images or corrupt holes, introduced in II-B. Combining images and the text, CNN-RNN/LSTM architecture connected and transformed one to the other, introduced in II-C.
A. EXEMPLAR-BASED AND NEURAL IMAGE INPAINTING
Before Pathak et al. [1] started the neural image inpainting, exemplar-based methods completed the corrupt image with the exterior pixels of the known region. Generally, the search of matching patches was able to restore the texture, but cannot preserve the semantic contours and structures. PatchMatch [6] , [7] was suggested to search the similar patches and its corresponding k-nearest neighbors, which has been implemented and assembled as the Content-Aware fill method [10] . Criminisi et al. [8] exploited the image redundancy and filled the missing area from the exterior region to the interior region. Hays and Efros [9] searched matching patches from images with similar scenes and restored the corrupt images with those candidate ones. Neural image inpainting [1] fully employed surrounding contexts of corrupt images and reconstructed instances or scenes semantically. It can also uphold the consistency of the quality of the restored images by adversarial learning [11] - [15] as well. Inspired by DCGAN [16] , Pathak et al. [1] started the neural image inpainting with a fundamental architecture named Context Encoder (CE) in which the corrupt context was encoded by the encoder and the candidate filling area was inferred by the decoder. The joint perceptual loss, including the global reconstruction loss and the adversarial loss, was suggested to predict the global structure and the same quality of the resolution as the corrupt context. Methods based on CNN models are proposed inspired by Context Encoder. Gao and Grauman [17] learned models that can self-generate training instances and were extended into multi-levels. Iizuka et al. [5] enhanced the discriminator that discriminated the generated images globally and locally. Yan et al. [18] reorganized the intermediate feature maps and recovered the fine-detailed texture with the Shift-Net architecture. Pix2Pix [3] improved the adversarial learning with the Conditional GAN [19] and achieved pixel-level image translation, while Pix2PixHD [4] extended Pix2Pix into a high-resolution image generation with the conditional adversarial learning. Besides, SPG-Net [20] predicted and inpainted the conditional mask for directed inpainting the corrupt context. Liu et al. [21] exploited partial convolutions to inpaint irregular holes. For fine-detailed inpainting, MNPS [2] combined the CNN-based model and MRF to reconstruct structures and transfer textural details with the best matching patches.
B. NEURAL STYLE TRANSFERRING
Neural style transferring [22] - [27] aims to migrate an evident art style of an image to another one that provides the basic structure, combining the content and the art style to formulate a new image. Gatys et al. [22] started the neural style transferring by formulating the art style with Gram matrix and a hybrid loss function synthesizing the content loss and the style loss. Johnson et al. [28] proposed a fast neural style transferring method to transfer a specific art style to an image, instead of optimizing the hybrid loss function. Li and Wand [29] alleviated distortions and smears by applying the MRF regularizer. Gatys et al. [30] extended style transferring [22] to introduce three aspects of style controlling, including spatial location, color information and across spatial scale.
C. RNN-BASED TEXT PROCESSING
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) [31] , [32] process the sequences of vectors in which sequences are allowed to be the input, the output, or both in general cases. Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) [33] is a particular type of RNN which utilizes the long-term and short-term memory to tackle issues of sequences, which performs better in practice. Owing to its advantages and convinces in processing text, the text classification [34] , detection, location, recognition, and restoration [35] , [36] draw much more attention in research. Tian et al. [37] , Liu and Jin [38] , Shi et al. [39] , and Zhou et al. [40] focused on text detection with connectionist text proposal network, matching prior network, linking segments, and the combination of multi-channel FCN and multiorient text box, respectively, while CRNN [41] proposed an end-to-end network for image sequence recognition. Additionally, combining with CNN extracting locally relevant features in images, image captioning [42] is also being appealing in computer vision, including captioning with reinforcement learning [43] , adaptive attention [44] , channel-wise attention [45] , personalization [46] , stylization [47] , and semantic composition [48] . Bidirectional RNN [49] was employed into image captioning as well.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our procedure in four sections including text recognition, text inference, missing character detection, and text recovery. Text recognition, in section III-A, reads the corrupt text instance in an image and translates the instance into a text sequence w. Text inference, in section III-B, predicts the latent missing character by the posterior probability of the candidates C given the w and selects the c with the most likelihood. Meanwhile, the missing character and its corresponding location can be detected by stripping the candidate c and cropping the histogram of the image context in section III-C, and accordingly, the text can be restored in section III-D.
A. TEXT RECOGNITION
CNN-BiLSTM is utilized to recognize the text instances in images or text masks. Convolutional neural network (ConvNet, CNN) [50] - [56] has achieved a striking success in computer vision [57] owing to its magnificent feature extraction exploiting the local relevance of images. The configuration is shown in table 1. In our method, convolutional layers [50] , max-pooling layers [50] , and batch normalization layers [58] are hierarchically stacked layer by layer to extract reasonable features representing the text instance. Long short-term memory network (LSTM) [33] is a customized category of Pictures of the cabinet, the hard cover, two kinds of covers, the ironic wardrobe, the paper, the paper box, the partition, the wall, and the whiteboard are taken as the candidate backgrounds. Recurrent neural network (RNN) [31] , [32] and particularly address the sequence issues with the long and short-term dependencies, such as text. Taking as input the extracted features from CNN, our two-layer BiLSTM network can transform the features of images into sequences describing the possible text instances. Specifically, the LSTM unit is specified in equation (3) [32] .
where x t ∈ R d denotes the input vector, f t ∈ R h the forget gate, i t ∈ R h the input gate, o t ∈ R h the output gate, h t ∈ R h the hidden state, c t ∈ R h the cell state at the time step t, respectively, and h t−1 ∈ R h denotes the hidden state at time step t − 1, and W ∈ R h×d , U ∈ R h×h , and b ∈ R h denote parameters of weight matrices and bias vectors; tanh and σ denote nonlinear activation, and the element-wise multiplication.
The update of LSTM units can be simply specified in equation (4) in which all the trainable variables are summarized as θ.
Eventually, the output of LSTM is transformed into the probability distribution over character classes by the last fully-connected layer and a softmax non-linear activation, which denotes the probabilities of each character in equation (5) .
Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [34] is employed as the loss function betweenŷ and its corresponding label y. CTC aims to transform output sequences into label sequences directly without pre-segmentation, and it can summarize the cost between the desired labels and outputs from the trainable hypothesis; therefore, CTC releases the limitation of sequence learning algorithm in training with the unsegmented input data.
Firstly, the output of our hypothesis with respect to the input x should be transformed into a path mapping the input to the desired label l, which is denoted as π. The probability of π observing x is defined in equation (6) .
Summarizing all the probabilities of π, the probability of the desired label l with respect to the input x is defined in equation (7).
And the mapping B is defined in equation (8) in which the path π transforms the output into the corresponding desired label l. The objective function is defined by the log probabilities of all the correct classification in the training set S and is optimized by minimizing the minus of the summation of the log probabilities, shown in equation (9) .
The update of network N θ is given by equation (10) .
B. TEXT INFERENCE
For the recognized corrupt text instance w, Bayesian posterior probability estimation [59] - [61] is employed to infer the possible missing character and to rebuild the estimation of text instanceĉ. Given the corrupt word w, the hypothesis maximizes the probability that c is the most likely corrected word, shown in equation (11) where C is the candidate set of corrections.
The posterior probability can be estimated by Bayes' Theorem, defined in equation (12) .
Since the p(w) is the same for each possible candidate c, the corrected c can be estimated by the prior probability p(c) and p(w|c).
The prior probability p(c) is estimated by a given text and the p(w|c) is estimated by the Levenshtein distance [62] , also known as edit distance, between two words. According to Dameraul [63] , over 80% errors fall theoretically within one edit distance; therefore it is assumed that the recognized word of zero edit distance is extremely more probable than the word of one edit distance, while the word of one edit distance is highly more probable than the word of two edit distance. So the recognized word will be returned if it can be retrieved from the dictionary W; otherwise sorted by the prior probability p(c) ascendingly, the candidate set C i of edit distance i fetches the most probable candidate c i . Finally, the original word should be returned if no candidate of up to edit distance n is retrieved, no matter if it is known or not. Consequently, the candidateĉ of the original word w is estimated by approximately maximizing the Bayesian posterior p(w|c)p(c).
The edit distance is defined recursively in equation (14) . A framework of the text inference is presented in algorithm 1 which takes as input the corrupt text w, the text dictionary W, and the predefined edit distance n and outputs the estimation of text instanceĉ. Note that the candidate word of zero edit distance is assumed to be extremely more probable than the word of one edit distance, so the candidate word of fewer edit distances is more probable as a prediction that the word of more distances. In other words, p(w|c i ) of the candidate word c i of edit distance i is extremely larger than p(w|c i+1 ) of the word c i+1 of distance i + 1, and p(w|c i ) are identical in set C i of the same edit distance i. Subsequently, the most likely candidate c can be extracted in accordance with the prior probability p(c). Practically, the algorithm retrieves candidates c i of edit distance i ascendingly to ensure that p(w|c i ) are identical in one retrieval and maximized compared to p(w|c i+1 ), and it can afterward outputs the most likely candidate c in terms of the prior probability p(c). The algorithm will return the corrupt text w once it finally fails to retrieve a candidate of the predefined edit distance n.
Algorithm 1 Framework of Text Inference: TextInference()

Input:
The corrupt text w The text dictionary W The predefined edit distance n Output:
The candidate recovery textĉ 1: Calculate the priori probability of each word c that appears in the dictionary W: p(c) = 
C. MISSING CHARACTER LOCATION
A statistical histogram is employed in this part to detect the possible location of the missing character. After accumulating the vertical gray value of the text instance or the text mask, the candidate locations are possible with fewer pixels, which should be selected and filled with the missing character. Given the threshold , the candidate areas are selected according to the number of pixels less than , as in equation (15) .
Secondly, the candidate positions are assembled together if the horizontal coordinates of them are numerically continuous, and otherwise, one new candidate area is collected. A cursor p curr is initialized to zero and records the start coordinate; it will be assigned to the current position once the gap is detected. All the horizontal coordinates will be traversed and assembled into groups. At last, groups with size less than the predefined width δ should eliminated, and the left groups are the candidate areas in which the missing character can be synthesized.
The algorithm is shown in 2.
Algorithm 2 Framework of Missing Locations: Location Prediction()
Input:
A mask of text image f (x, y) with size w × h The threshold of missing location The threshold of default gap between two characters δ Output:
A set of candidate missing location I cand 1: I ← {} 2: for i = 0 to w − 1 do if I j+1 − I j > 1 then 11: I cand ← I cand + {I p curr :j }
12:
p curr ← j 13: end if 14 
D. TEXT RECOVERY
With all the detected information in section III-B and III-C, the missing character can be synthesized and refilled to the corrupt context. The missing character has been inferred by the framework of text inference, the location is also detected by the statistical histogram of the text instance or text mask. So the possible character can be filled into the candidate position of the corrupt context. The actual performance of our method is evaluated in the experiment section.
The entire procedure is summarized in algorithm 3.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we introduce the experiments and results to demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our method in comparison with the baseline methods. Section IV-A first introduces the test dataset conditioned on some appearing circumstances. Section IV-B presents the configurations of implementation details and baseline methods. Section IV-C illustrates the the experiments and corresponding results on specified toy datasets, including inferring the black character on the white background in section IV-C1, inferring the black character on the textural background in section IV-C2, inferring the colorful character on the textural background in section, IV-C3, and inferring the character on a real-world image in section IV-D, which can thoroughly demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our methods.
A. TEST DATASETS
Four different circumstances are considered here to evaluate our method. In section IV-C2, the most common images with white background and black text instances are adopted first to evaluate in comparison with traditional methods. Besides, some common textures and colorful text instances are selected to conduct the test of the limitation of our method in section IV-C2 and IV-C3. We finally evaluate our method with some real-world images in section IV-D. 
B. BASELINE AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Context Encoder [1] , Pix2Pix [3] and Content-Aware Fill [10] are adopted here as baseline methods. Context Encoder [1] , Pix2Pix [3] , and Content-Aware Fill [10] inpaint the corrupt area marked by gray, while our method is tested without any hint. Our CNN-BiLSTM model contains seven convolutional blocks including convolutional layers activated by the leaky relu, batch normalization layers, and max-pooling layers, as is shown in table 1. The BiLSTM component contains two bidirectional LSTM layers with 256 units and the output is transformed by the affine transformation and activated by softmax. Text inference detects the candidate correction c with two edit distances far away from w. Segmentation threshold is less than three for locating the missing position. We shall test the performance in four different circumstances in the experiments.
C. EXPERIMENTS ON TOY DATASETS 1) EXPERIMENTS ON WHITE BACKGROUND IMAGES
We first compare and evaluate methods on the test set with white background and black text instance. For Context Encoder [1] and Content-Aware Fill [10] methods, the missing areas are marked by gray boxes, whereas our method infers the missing characters without any hint. This dataset tests the semantic inpainting of CE [1] and Content-Aware Fill [10] , finding out whether CE [1] and Content-Aware Fill [10] are able to complete the text instance even given the adversarial learning. The results are shown in figure 3 . Figure 3 shows the experimental results on the test set with white background and black text. CE [1] and ContentAware Fill [10] can fill the holes with the promising patches of the background but cannot infer the plausible characters. We attribute this to the feature of global inpainting of VOLUME 6, 2018 
Algorithm 3 Framework of Text Restoration
Input:
A mask of text image f (x, y) with size w × h The text dictionary W The predefined edit distance n The threshold of missing location The threshold of default gap between two characters δ Output:
An image with recovered text instance g(x, y) 1: Recognize the corrupt text instance w crpt with pretrained CNN-BiLSTM w crpt ← CNN-BiLSTM(f (x, y)). , Content-Aware Fill [10] fills the corrupt areas with those best matching patches but it cannot identify the self-described instances, such as the text, and even cannot complete them;
with the adversarial learning, CE [1] can semantically generate the missing objects or the fine texture but it cannot complete the characters, either. On the other hand, our method can be customized to process the completion of text instances in comparison with those two global inpainting method, which is demonstrated in figure 3 . Our method can infer the plausible characters, the potential positions, and generate solutions to text completion.
2) EXPERIMENTS ON TEXTURAL BACKGROUND IMAGES
In this section, we test the inpainting performance of our method on the dataset with textural background and black text instances. We select some representative textures on which text instances tend to appear, including the surfaces of the cabinet, the hardcover and soft covers of books, the ironic wardrobe, the white paper, the paper box, the partition, the wall, and the whiteboard in figure 2 , and draw black text instances on them. To transform this issue, Otsu method [64] is employed to segment the images and highlight the text instances. Our method locates the missing characters and infers the plausible ones after the arbitrary preprocessing. Figure 4 and 5 show the experimental results of our method.
As figure 4 and 5 show, our method can effectively infer and locate the positions of missing characters, and produce the recovery of corrupt images. The segmentation of text instances and textural backgrounds is performed by the Otsu method, which transforms this issue into the aforementioned one. The effectiveness and superiority have demonstrated in the last section; therefore, we attribute the results to our method.
3) EXPERIMENTS ON TEXTUAL IMAGES WITH COLORFUL WORDS
In this section, we generalize the circumstance of our issue with colorful text instances. Aiming to test the limitation of our method, we alter the color of text instances and ignore the contrast between the background and the text. The experimental results are shown in figure 6 .
By segmenting the text apart from the textural background, the issue can be transformed to the first circumstance we discussed before. Our method is also able to recognize, locate, infer, and inpaint the text instances properly. However, the color of the text instances cannot be detected properly and we attribute this to the color approximation of averaging the color value marked by the text mask from segmentation. Consequently, our method can still inpaint the text instances except for inferring the text color and style.
D. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL-WORLD IMAGES 1) SINGLE MISSING CHARACTER
Eventually, we test our method on the real-world data collected in our daily life. For testing the completion, we randomly omit a character. We first perform the Otsu segmentation [64] to segment the text instances and infer the text instances, but we do not obtain the text color and style. Figure 7 and 8 illustrate the test dataset and results of the test of real-world images.
By the prerequisite of our method, we can observe that our method complete the corrupt text instances illustrated in figure 8. Our method rationally reasons the missing ''o'' for ''T ilet'', ''k'' for ''SMO ING'', ''r'' for ''St ong'', ''e'' for ''Bull tin'', and ''m'' for ''S OKING''. The color information is missing since we focus more on the semantic completion of text instances rather than pixel-level inpainting, and it is believed that completing the text is of importance in comparison with the color. Consequently, the four different circumstances convincingly demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our method in comparison with traditional methods.
2) MULTIPLE MISSING CHARACTERS
We further test our method on the real-world dataset with multiple missing characters. Considering that the edit distance of text inference is two, two connected or separated characters are omitted randomly. Otsu segmentation [64] is also employed to get binary character masks, which provides fundamental images for text recognition, inference, and location. The color and style of text instances are not taken into consideration since the semantic inference of text instances is more essential. Figure 9 shows the test images with two missing characters, the comparisons of baseline methods, the results of our methods, and the ground truths.
It is believed that the results in figure 9 exemplify the cases that our method can succeed in and fail in. Our method is observed to reason the missing ''o'', ''e'', ''o'', and ''i'' for ''T il t'' and ''T let'', the missing ''m'', ''k'', ''o'', and ''k'' for ''S O ING'' and '' SM ING'', the missing ''l'' and ''e'' for ''Bul tin'', the missing ''m'', ''k'', ''m'', and ''o'' for ''S O ING'' and ''S KING'', respectively. On the contrary, Pix2Pix [3] and Content-Aware Fill [10] fails in the semantic inference of these cases. Some failure cases are also presented, such as ''St o g'', ''St ng'', and ''B ll tin''. The reason of failure ''St o g'' and ''St ng'' is speculated that the contrary between text instances and backgrounds may not be obvious enough or the text instances is quite insignificant to recognize, which leads to a corrupt segmentation and the failure in the inference. The case of ''B ll tin'' causes confusing text recognition; therefore, the missing characters can hardly be inferred accurately. In conclusion, our method is capable of inferring missing characters provided the dictionary of text inference is accurately given and the contrary of text instances and backgrounds is obvious and sufficient enough.
V. CONCLUSION
We focus on the recovery of a missing character in a detected corrupt text instance on an image and propose a procedure to semantically recover the text. Specifically, the corrupt image is inpainted by the proposed procedure, including text recognition in which CNN-BiLSTM recognizes the corrupt text, text inference in which the missing character is inferred by the Bayesian posterior probability, text location based on the histogram of the gray image, and text recovery according to the aforementioned information. The four different circumstances regarding the random missing characters convincingly demonstrate that our method can inpaint the corrupt text in comparison with traditional methods and our method can be extended to the utilization of real-world image inpainting with corrupt text instances.
In future, we intend to extend our work to multiple random missing characters from existing one missing character. In addition, we skip locating the corrupt text instances and get into text recovery directly, so we shall focus more on the fast corrupt text location to offer the prerequisite of our existing completion.
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